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Category:    
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Description

Ceph 15.2.1 on Centos 8

Multisite configuration, with two zones, second zone exists in separate cluster. All seems to work fine, objects, rgw users, etc show

up in both clusters..

On master zone:

1. radosgw-admin role create --role-name role1 --assume-role-policy-doc=\{\}

The role gets created.

However the role Never shows up on second zone in other cluster, even if I tell the second zone to re-sync all meta data. In fact on

the second zone/cluster I get

1. radosgw-admin role list

[date] 7fc649eb3180 0 ERROR: listing filtered objects failed: zonename.rgw.meta: role_paths.: (2) No such file or directory

Similarly, If I create a role on the second zone, it never shows up on the first (master) zone. I would expect the role creation on the

second zone to zone to be redirected to the first...

Related issues:

Related to rgw - Bug #51068: multisite: metadata sync does not sync STS metad... Pending Backport

Duplicated by rgw - Bug #45739: rgw: roles not synced in multisite Duplicate

History

#1 - 06/04/2020 02:17 PM - Casey Bodley

- Duplicated by Bug #45739: rgw: roles not synced in multisite added

#2 - 10/21/2020 11:58 AM - Abhishek Lekshmanan

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee set to Abhishek Lekshmanan

- Pull request ID set to 37679

#3 - 06/03/2021 02:03 PM - Casey Bodley

- Related to Bug #51068: multisite: metadata sync does not sync STS metadata (e.g., roles, policy, ...) added
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